Part 1 (Questions 1–12)

Emotional intelligence – The Key to Success

For questions 1–12, answer by choosing from the sections of the article (A–D). Some of the choices may be required more than once.

1. The significance of emotional intelligence in work that is challenging
2. Increased accuracy in the way emotional intelligence is described
3. The means by which we are assessed at work having become more comprehensive
4. The means to which emotional intelligence can be combined with other skills to improve people's ability to cope at work
5. Areas in which emotional intelligence cannot be expected to offer solutions
6. People having succeeded despite inadequacies in emotional intelligence
7. The assumption that people have the academic skills to perform their jobs well
8. The negative effect that a lack of emotional intelligence can have on a person's other skills
9. The reasons why organisations provide emotional intelligence training for their employees
10. Misconceptions about what emotional intelligence involves
11. The kind of staff relations that ensure an organisation has an advantage over its rivals
12. The meanings of predicting who will excel in the workplace
A
Evans' imagination was captured. He began researching the subject with a view to writing a screenplay – he was, after all, a film-maker. But disillusionment with the film world following the demise of Life and Limb prompted him to write the story as a book. And so throughout the spring he drove across the US, stopping at ranches and learning about horses and the men who work with them.

B
'It's all been such a fairy tale so far, I don't want to spoil it. Writing at that level is a very tough business, and I don't want to become an employee of these people ... I'd hate to find myself writing a draft or two and then have them say, 'Thanks Nick, but now we'll bring in so-and-so'.'

C
'We couldn't believe it; we sat there with our jaws gaping. We'd never sent them manuscript to New York, we still don't know how it got there,' Evans says. Nor did they send it to Hollywood, but within that same week the major studios were fighting over it. 'My agent in the UK wisely involved an agent over there and when he phoned us to say, 'I think we can get $3 million outright', we laughed in disbelief.'

D
As a screenwriter, he had yearned for the freedom of novelists and, when he had it, found himself 'in the middle of this immense and terrifying plain without the ... through. Even so, he remains baffled as to why the story has captured imaginations in the mind-blowing way that it has.

E
He thought that again towards the end of August, by which time he had returned home and written the first half of the book. 'At that point the bank manager was getting really very heavy with us, and I needed to know whether it was worth going on. I plucked up the courage to show it to a friend who was a literary agent; he read it and said it was 'fine'.'

F
A wise man, finding himself in Evans' position, would have got a job. He could have gone back to being a television executive, or begun a television project that had been on hold. Instead, he made a decision that most people, Evans included, would consider insane. He bought a ticket to America and set off for three months to research his first novel.

G
In October, together with the first two hundred pages of the novel, this was sent to seven UK publishers on the eve of their departure for the annual spending spree at the internationally renowned Frankfurt Book Fair. Within days his agent was on the telephone to report that he had just turned down the first offer of $75,000. 'I said, 'You what?' And he said, 'It's OK, I just sense something is happening'.'
Part 3

Read the following magazine article and answer questions 19–24 on page 7. On your answer sheet, indicate the letter A, B, C or D against the number of each question, 19–24. Give only one answer to each question. Indicate your answers on the separate answer sheet.

The Cabinet-Maker
Charles Hurst makes a living from perfectly crafted furniture.
Joanna Watt meets him

Charles Hurst gives the impression of being a man in a hurry. I arrive at his workshop, tucked under a railway arch in East London, and am greeted with a quick handshake and the words: "Well, fire away then!" Whether this briskness is real or a front hiding a shy streak is not immediately apparent. But a glance around the workshop reveals that Hurst is obviously busy, with good reason not to waste a minute of his time.

The arrowed space is full of half-made pieces of furniture and stacks of wood in an amazing array of natural colours. Hurst has been a cabinet-maker for ten years and has built up a very nice reputation for himself. His order book is always full for several months in advance, despite the fact that he does not really promote himself. Word has spread that if you want a decent cupboard or table, bookcase or kitchen units, Hurst is your man.

Of course, finding a furniture-maker is not that taxing a task. Wherever you live in the countryside, the craft is alive and well. But finding a cabinet-maker who prizes himself on making beautifully crafted furniture with clean, simple lines is less easy. There are few real cabinet-makers now. People call themselves furniture-makers. Hurst says wryly. As a craftsman who sets himself existing standards, he is continually disappointed by some contemporary furniture. I am amazed by what some furniture-makers get away with, and saddened by what people will put up with. He rails against shoddy, mass-produced furniture, and craftsmen who churn out second-rate pieces.

Such a quest for perfection is obviously a key to Hurst's success. That and his talent. This man is not coy about his ability. Indeed, his blatanst self-confidence is as surprising as his initial brusque manner. 'I have a huge natural ability,' he says, with a deadpan expression. 'I have always been good at making things.' If it were not for the self-deprecating mood into which he slipped towards the end of our interview, I would have believed his conceit to be wholly genuine.

Hurst is self-taught. So how did he learn his craft? 'I asked the right questions and picked it all up,' he says nonchalantly. Almost all of his commissions come from private individuals ('I used to do some commercial work for companies but it was soul-destroying'). Some clients have returned time and again. 'You end up doing the whole of their house. That is very satisfying. But he is honest enough to admit that relationships with clients do not always run smoothly. 'The most infuriating clients are those who don’t know what they want, and then decide they do when it’s too late ... my favourite clients are the exacting ones.'

If Hurst has every reason to be pleased with himself, he is also gracious in his praise for others — where it is due. With a sudden shot of modesty, he says: 'There are people far better than me. I can admire other people. After all, I wasn’t trained at Parham' (the leading college of furniture design). However, he is also unremittingly critical of those craftsmen who are trying to be artists and take a year to make one piece. He also has little time for degree shows, in which students exhibit their work but at the same time are trying to make fashion statements. That can be pretentious. A piece of furniture is not about making a statement. It has to be something that people really can use.

Confident Hurst may be, even brusque, but you could never call him or his work pretentious. Indeed, his parting shot displays a welcome down-to-earth approach to his craft and a streak of humility strangely at odds with his earlier self-confidence. 'After all, I am only making furniture,' he says as he makes his exit.

19. When she arrived at the workshop, the writer
A was not sure if her first impression of Hurst was accurate.
B was offended by the way Hurst introduced himself.
C thought that Hurst was pretending to have a lot to do.
D thought it was obvious that Hurst did not want to speak to her.

20. Hurst has few problems selling his furniture because he
A advertises locally.
B is known to be a skilled craftsman.
C uses only natural materials.
D has a reputation for being fair.

21. What does Hurst think has led to the decline in the craft of cabinet-making?
A It is a difficult skill to learn.
B It is only popular in rural areas.
C Consumers will accept poor quality furniture.
D Simple designs do not appeal to modern tastes.

22. The writer says that when Hurst describes his 'talent', he
A has a tendency to exaggerate.
B reveals a natural sense of humour.
C becomes more animated than he usually is.
D appears more arrogant than he really is.

23. Hurst believes that it is essential for craftsmen to
A create original furniture.
B exhibit to a wide audience.
C produce functional designs.
D invest extra time in perfecting their work.

24. The writer's final impression of Hurst is that he
A has an unusual attitude to his work.
B believes in the special nature of his work.
C enjoys being interviewed about his work.
D has the ability to put his work into perspective.
Answer questions 25–45 by referring to the newspaper article on pages 9–10 about scientific biographies. Indicate your answers on the separate answer sheet.

For questions 25–45, answer by choosing from the sections of the article A–D. Some of the choices may be required more than once.

Which section mentions the following?

the continuing general scarcity of biographies of scientists 25 ……
an increase in the number of ways scientists are featured in the media 26 ……
certain parallels between the lives of two people 27 ……
the fact that science can become accessible to the non-scientist 28 ……
the changing nature of books about scientists 29 ……
an attitude which is common to scientists and people working in the book trade 30 ……
the lack of trust people sometimes have in scientists 31 ……
someone whose scientific research went much further than others had believed possible 32 ……
someone whose life mirrors historical developments 33 ……
biographies which include the less positive aspects of a scientist's life 34 ……
the lessons to be taken from someone else's life 35 ……
growing public interest in the everyday lives of brilliant people 36 ……
the greatest difficulty in writing the biography of a scientist 37 ……
someone who was modest about the interest of their own life to others 38 ……
an achievement that would gain more general recognition if it were in another field 39 ……
the fact that most people's comprehension of science does not go beyond the basics 40 ……
the idea that people who study in different disciplines cannot be of interest to one another 41 ……
the fact that people are not ashamed if they are unaware of the names of great scientists 42 ……
an attitude which dissuades people from following a scientific career 43 ……
an expectation that was too optimistic 44 ……
the absence of personal information in most scientific biographies 45 ……
C

The avoidance of the personal conveys a false impression of the enterprise of science that discourages young people from joining in, and fosters more public suspicion than it dispels.

Fortunately, gaps are appearing in the smoke screen. Contemporary scientists now regularly appear in the public eye in contexts other than the straightforward scientific interview. For instance, Professor Richard Dawkins presents prizes to winners of a TV quiz, and geneticist Steve Jones advertises cars on television. No doubt these activities have raised eyebrows in laboratories but they have done more to make scientists recognisable as people than any number of academic papers.

The publishing world is also undergoing a transformation. Scientific biographies and autobiographies, if they appeared at all, used to be rather scholarly but dull and over-reverent. The life which the scientist in question led outside work -- marriage, children, things most people regard as fairly central to their existence -- was often dismissed in a couple of paragraphs. That changed with Richard Feynman's Surely You're Joking, Mr Feynman? the hilarious and affecting memoir of a man who also happened to be one of the century's greatest theoretical physicists.

More recently, even the greatest names in science, such as Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin, Albert Einstein and Marie Curie have been allowed to appear with all their flaws clearly visible. To the reader, it does not matter that Einstein's relationship with his family is 'irrelevant' to his General Theory of Relativity. The question of how creative genius copes with emotional ups and downs, trivial practicabilities, the social demands of ordinary life, is absorbing in its own right.

D

Dorothy Hodgkin was devoted to her scientific work. Her most important successes were solving the structure of penicillin and vitamin B12, which won her the Nobel prize for chemistry in 1964, and of insulin, which her group solved in 1969. In each case she pushed the technique into realms of complexity others deemed unreachable at the time.

But she also had three children to whom she was devoted and was married to a frequently absent husband with a career as a historian. Her personal life is not strictly relevant to her work as a scientist, but surely we can all learn from her capacity to unite the disparate threads of her life into a coherent whole. There is much in her life of universal interest, but it would be disloyal of me to imply that this does not include the science itself. Scientific inquiry was the passion of Hodgkin's life, as it has to be for any successful scientist.

How to communicate the nature of this passion is the hardest task for the scientific biographer. Most readers are not equipped with enough fundamental scientific concepts to grasp more complex ideas without a lot of explanation. Understanding scientific ideas is not really any more difficult than reading Shakespeare or learning a foreign language -- it just takes application. It is said to think that educated people, who would be embarrassed if they failed to recognise the name of some distinguished literary or artistic figure, continue to live in happy ignorance of the rich heritage represented by scientists such as Dorothy Hodgkin.
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**Use a pencil.**

Mark ONE letter for each question.

For example, if you think C is the right answer to the question, mark your answer sheet like this:

Rub out any answer you wish to change with an eraser.
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**Multiple-choice Answer Sheet**

[Diagram of answer sheet with multiple-choice options for each question, marked with C, A, and D.]